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Abstract
We present a theory to predict the structure and thermodynamics of mixtures of colloids of
different diameters, building on our earlier work [J. Chem. Phys. 145, 074904 (2016)] that consid-
ered mixtures with all particles constrained to have the same size. The patchy, solvent particles
have short-range directional interactions, while the solute particles have short-range isotropic in-
teractions. The hard-sphere mixture without any association site forms the reference fluid. An
important ingredient within the multi-body association theory is the description of clustering of
the reference solvent around the reference solute. Here we account for the physical, multi-body
clusters of the reference solvent around the reference solute in terms of occupancy statistics in a
defined observation volume. These occupancy probabilities are obtained from enhanced sampling
simulations, but we also present statistical mechanical models to estimate these probabilities with
limited simulation data. Relative to an approach that describes only up to three-body correlations
in the reference, incorporating the complete reference information better predicts the bonding state
and thermodynamics of the physical solute for a wide range of system conditions. Importantly,
analysis of the residual chemical potential of the infinitely dilute solute from molecular simulation
and theory shows that whereas the chemical potential is somewhat insensitive to the description
of the structure of the reference fluid the energetic and entropic contributions are not, with the
results from the complete reference approach being in better agreement with particle simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In thermodynamic perturbation theory of association involving short range interactions
between molecules, the properties of the reference fluid plays a central role. In the typical
situation when the reference is a hard-sphere fluid, perturbation theories usually use informa-
tion about two body, and at times three body, correlations in the reference fluid to describe
the physical (associating) system. For example, Wertheim’s theory [1, 2] and its extensions
based on the statistical associating fluid theory (SAFT) [3] use pair correlation information
at contact to estimate extent of association between pairs of molecules. In SAFT, for the
hard-sphere reference either the Carnahan-Starling [4] equation for a single component fluid
or the Boublik-Mansoori-Carnahan-Starling-Leland [5, 6] equation for a mixture are used
to describe the pair-correlation information at contact. The structure of Wertheim’s theory
or SAFT is such that one can obtain accurate extent of association and thermodynamics
even for systems with strong inter-particle interactions provided the representation of the
reference is adequate. However, as the complexity of the interaction increases in the physical
system, such as may result from multiple bonding and size asymmetries, information about
two or three body correlations in the reference no longer suffices.
In our previous work [7], we studied the multi-body correlation functions of a symmet-
ric hard sphere reference fluid in terms of the probabilities of observing n molecules in
the bonding region. These occupancy probabilities were obtained from enhanced sampling
Monte Carlo simulations for the hard sphere fluid. We developed a procedure to use this in-
formation within the Marshall-Chapman formalism [8, 9] to describe multiple association of
solvent molecules to a solute molecule. This complete reference approach proved successful
in predicting the bonding state and thermodynamics of a colloidal solute in a patchy solvent
for a wide range of system conditions [7].
Here we study mixtures where the solute diameter is as small as half to as large as twice
the diameter of the solvent. The solvent particles are spheres with directional interaction
sites and the solute particles are spheres with isotropic interactions, and the solute is capable
of bonding with multiple solvent particles. The structure and thermodynamics of mixture
of hard spheres with different diameters has been studied in detail before [10–15], but a
compact form for the correlations beyond the contact value is still unavailable. Further, for
systems with large size asymmetries even the pair-correlation information obtained using
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the Boublik-Mansoori-Carnahan-Starling-Leland equation is inadequate [16]. Our approach
of including multi-body correlations rests on using the occupancy statistics [7, 17–19] of the
hard-sphere solvent around the hard-sphere solute. We find that representing multi-body
correlation functions in terms of occupancy statistics in physically reasonable observation
volumes accurately captures the multi-bonding effects in asymmetric mixtures. These oc-
cupancy statistics are obtained from particle simulations. Importantly, we also present a
physically transparent, statistical mechanical model to describe the occupancy probabili-
ties in symmetric and asymmetric hard sphere fluids for different packing fractions. This
model corrects multi-body effects obtained for isolated clusters by incorporating the role
of the cluster-bulk interface and the bulk medium effects. We also investigate the energy-
entropy decomposition of the chemical potential of the solute in a model system with only
solute-solvent interactions to better appreciate the role of the reference fluid. Throughout,
theoretical results are validated versus molecular simulations
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In Section II A we discuss
the association potential of the system and describe how packing effects are important
for the given potential. The Marshall-Chapman [9] theory is briefly introduced to show
the multi-density representation of the free energy, and based on our previous work [7],
an improved representation of multi-body correlations(complete reference) is presented. In
Section II B, we examine hard sphere packing around a reference particle and develop models
based on statistical mechanics [17] and hard sphere simulation data for different densities.
We apply our complete reference approach for different asymmetric mixtures of solute and
solvent and present results in Section IV B. In Section IV A we present results for the hard
sphere reference system (symmetric and asymmetric mixtures) based on the correlation
developed in section II B. We also provide simulation results for isolated cluster probabilities
in asymmetric hard sphere mixtures in the appendix (Section VII).
II. THEORY
A. Asymmetric mixtures with different association geometries
The focus of our study is asymmetric mixtures containing molecules with short range
attractive interactions. The short range association potential is the same as that in previous
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work [7]: the solute molecule can associate with multiple solvent molecules isotropically and
the patchy solvent has directional interactions. The total potential is a sum of hard sphere
and association contributions
u(r) = uHS(r) + uAS(r) (1)
The association potential for patchy-patchy (p, p) and spherical-patchy (s, p) particles is:
u
(p,p)
AB (r) =
−
(p,p)
AB , r < rc and θA ≤ θ(A)c and θB ≤ θ(B)c
0 otherwise
(2)
u
(s,p)
A (r) =
−
(s,p)
A , r < rc and θA ≤ θ(A)c
0 otherwise
(3)
where the subscripts A and B represent the type of site and  is the association energy; r
is the distance between the particles; and θA is the angle between the vector connecting the
centers of two molecules and the vector connecting association site A to the center of that
molecule (Fig. 1). The critical distance beyond which particles do not interact is rc and θc
is the solid angle beyond which sites cannot bond. Fig. 1 shows examples of solute-solvent
and solvent-solvent short range interaction geometries for different sizes of solute particles.
θA
A
B
r
θA
A
B
r
θB θA
A
B
r
(b)(a)
FIG. 1. Association between solute and solvent (a) and solvent molecules (b). Different Cases
with solute larger (middle) and smaller (left) than solvent molecules are studied. r is the center-
to-center distance and θA and θB are the orientation of the attractive patches A and B relative to
line connecting the centers. The solute (colored red) can only interact with patch A (colored red).
Since the solute can associate with multiple solvent molecules (Eq. 3), it is important
to study the multi-body correlations that determine the packing of solvent particles around
the solute in the reference fluid [7]. The difficulty in determining these interactions arises
due to the limited knowledge in describing multi-body correlation functions for n ≥ 3. But
the volume integral of the multi-body correlation has a clear physical meaning in terms
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of average number of n-solvent clusters (F (n), Fig. 2). In particular, for the distinguished
solute,
F (n) =
ρnp
n!
∫
v
d~r1 · · ·
∫
v
d~rngHS (~r1 · · ·~rn|0)
=
nmax∑
m=n
Cmn pm , (4)
where ρp is the density of solvent particles, pn is the probability of observing exactly n
solvent particles in the observation volume of the solute (v) defined by the spherical region
of radius rc, C
m
n (= m!/(m− n)! · n!), and gHS(~r1 · · ·~rn|0) is the distribution function of the
n-solvent particles around the solute at the center of the observation volume, indicated by
(. . . |0). nmax is the maximum number of solvent molecules that can occupy the observation
volume around the reference solute.
F (3) = +
C33 · p3
+
C43 · p4
+
C53 · p5
· · ·Cnmax3 · pnmax
FIG. 2. Schematic of F (n), the average number of n-solvent cluster (n-mer) around a solute (Eq. 4),
for n = 3. F (n) for the reference fluid is an important target of our study. pm is the probability
of observing exactly m-solvents in the observation volume around the solute. Cmn is the binomial
coefficient. The region between the two concentric dashed circles of radii, σ¯ (average diameter)
and rc > σ¯, respectively, represents the bonding volume.
In Wertheim’s multi-density formalism [20, 21], the free energy due to association (AAS)
is expressed as
AAS
V kBT
=
∑(
ρk ln
ρ
(0)
k
ρk
+Q(k) + ρk
)
− ∆c
(0)
V
(5)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, the summation is over the
species (k = s, p), ρ is the number density, ρ(0) is the monomer density, Q(k) is obtained
from the Marshall-Chapman development [9] and ∆c0 is the contribution to the graph sum
due to association between the solvent-solvent (p, p) and solute-solvent (s, p) molecules, i.e.
∆c(0) = ∆c(0)pp + ∆c
(0)
sp (6)
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Marshall and Chapman [8, 9] extended Wertheim’s theory beyond the single bonding
condition to incorporate multi-body effects in a solution consisting of an isotropic solute
and solvent with directional interactions. The contribution to free energy due to association
between solute and solvent molecules was obtained as
∆c
(0)
sp
V
=
nmax∑
n=1
∆c
(0)
n
V
(7)
where the sum is over different coordination states of the solute and ∆c
(0)
n is given by:
∆c(0)n =
ρ
(0)
s (ρpX
(p)
A )
n
Ωn+1n!
∫
d(1) · · · d(n+ 1) gHS(1 · · ·n+ 1) ·
n+1∏
k=2
(f
(s,p)
A (1, k)) . (8)
In Eq. 8, ρp = ρ · x(p) is the density of solvent molecules obtained from the mole fraction
of solvent(x(p)) and the total density(ρ), X
(p)
A is the fraction of solvent molecules not bonded
at site A, Ω = 4pi is the total number of orientations, f
(s,p)
A (1, k) = (exp(ε
(s,p)
A /kBT ) − 1) is
the Mayer function for association between p and s molecules corresponding to potential in
Eq. 3 and the integral is over all the orientations and positions of the n + 1 particles. By
taking the average association strength and acceptable orientations out of the integral and
fixing the solute at the origin, the above integral can be rewritten as
∆c
(0)
n
V
=
ρ
(0)
s (ρpX
(p)
A f
(s,p)
A
√
κAA)
n
n!
∫
v
d~r1 · · ·
∫
v
d~rn gHS(~r1 · · ·~rn|0) . (9)
Marshall and Chapman[8, 9] approximated the integral in Eq. 9 as∫
v
d~r1 · · ·
∫
v
d~rn gHS(~r1 · · ·~rn|0) ≈ ynHS(σ)δ(n)Ξ(n) , (10)
where Ξ(n) is the partition function for an isolated cluster of n solvent hard-spheres around
a solute hard-sphere, yHS(σ) is (pair) cavity correlation function at contact, and δ
(n) cor-
rects the superposition of cavity correlation functions for three body interactions. We will
hereafter refer to Eq. 10 as the Marshall-Chapman approximation (MCA).
As shown earlier [7], MCA fails for high densities and high association energies, conditions
where multi-body interactions are important. But recognizing that the integral in Eq. 9 is
related to F (n) (Eq. 4) we have [7]
∆c
(0)
n
V
= ρ(0)s (x
(p)X
(p)
A f
(s,p)
A
√
κAA)
n
F (n) . (11)
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It can be observed that all the multi-body correlation information is subsumed in F (n) which
is obtained from the occupancy distribution {pn}. We follow our earlier work [7] to estimate
this distribution. Importantly, since {pn} forms the basis of our complete reference approach,
we also develop an analytical model to describe these distribution functions.
Finally, with the above information, and based on the Marshall-Chapman theory [9], the
fraction of solute associated with n solvent molecules is
X(s)n =
(x(p)X
(p)
A f
(s,p)
A
√
κAA)
n
F (n)
1 +
nmax∑
n=1
(x(p)X
(p)
A f
(s,p)
A
√
κAA)
n
F (n)
, (12)
and the fraction of solute not bonded to any solvent molecule is
X
(s)
0 =
1
1 +
nmax∑
n=1
(x(p)X
(p)
A f
(s,p)
A
√
κAA)
n
F (n)
. (13)
Using these distributions for associating mixture, the average number of solvent associated
with the solute is given by:
navg =
∑
n
n ·X(s)n , (14)
The fraction of solvent not bonded at site A and site B can be obtained by simultaneous
solution of the following equations:
X
(p)
A =
1
1 + ξκABf
(p,p)
AB ρpX
(p)
B +
ρs
ρp
navg
X
(p)
A
, (15)
X
(p)
B =
1
1 + ξκABf
(p,p)
AB ρpX
(p)
A
. (16)
where
ξ = 4piσ2 (rc − σ) yHS(σ)
κAB = [1− cos(θc)]2 /4
f
(p,p)
AB = exp(ε
(p,p)
AB /kBT )− 1 .
B. Occupancy distribution {pn} for the hard-sphere fluid
Consider a hard sphere fluid with one solute and N solvent particles in a volume V and
temperature T . We are interested in the occupancy statistics {pn} of the solvent in the
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coordination volume around the solute. To this end consider the reaction
SPn=0 + Pn 
 SPn , (17)
with the equilibrium constant
Kn =
ρSPn
ρSPn=0ρ
n
p
, (18)
where ρSPn is the density of species SPn and ρp is the density of the solvent. Clearly, we
have [18, 22, 23]
pn
p0
= Knρ
n
p , (19)
where p0 is the probability that the coordination volume is empty of solvent particles. Fol-
lowing earlier work in studying clusters with quasichemical theory [18, 19, 24, 25], we can
show that
Kn =
(eβµ
ex
p )n
n!
∫
v
d~r1 . . .
∫
v
d~rne
−βUSPn (Rn)e−βφ(R
n;β) , (20)
where USPn(R
n) is the potential energy of the n-solvent cluster (with the solute S fixed
at the center of the cluster), β = (kBT )
−1, φ(Rn; β) is the free energy of interaction of the
cluster with the rest of the bulk medium for a given configuration Rn of the cluster, and βµexp
is the excess chemical potential of the solvent particle. (For completeness, in appendix A
we derive the above expression for Kn.) φ(R
n; β) can also be thought of as a field imposed
by the bulk solvent medium [19, 25] on the solute-solvent cluster in the observation volume.
Earlier Pratt and Ashbaugh [19] modeled this field using a self-consistent approach. Here
we take a different approach.
First note that without the field term, the cluster integral presents a simpler n-body
problem (where n is small, typically less than 20 for systems of interest here). The field is
thus an interfacial term that couples the local cluster with the bulk medium. To make this
explicit, we can rewrite Eq. 20 as
Kn =
(eβµ
ex
p )n
n!
〈e−βφ(Rn;β)〉0
∫
v
d~r1 . . .
∫
v
d~rne
−βUSPn (Rn) . (21)
Here 〈. . .〉0 indicates averaging with over the normalized probability density for cluster con-
formations Rn in the absence of interactions with the rest of the medium, i.e. over the density
e−βUSPn (R
n)/(n!K
(0)
n ), where
n!K(0)n =
∫
v
d~r1 . . .
∫
v
d~rne
−βUSPn (Rn) , (22)
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and the interfacial contribution is βΩn = − ln〈e−βφ(Rn;β)〉0.
From analysis of simulation data for different densities, we find that Ωn can be described
by a two parameter equation as
βΩn = −ζ1 · n2 + ζ2 · n . (23)
This model of the interfacial term was anticipated in our previous work [7]. Thus we finally
obtain
pn =
exp(β · n · µexp )ρnp [exp (ζ1 · n2 − ζ2 · n)]Kn(0)
1 +
∑
j≥1
exp(β · j · µexp )ρjp[exp (ζ1 · j2 − ζ2 · j)]Kj(0)
(24)
The above equation can also be derived using a two moment maximum entropy approach,
with the mean and variance of the occupancy as constraints and K
(0)
n as the default (see
appendix A).
Drawing upon the work of Reiss and Merry [17], we can model the interfacial term in
terms of surface sites (of the cluster) that are available to interact with the bulk fluid. On
the basis of such a mean field approach and guided by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation data
for different densities of hard sphere systems, we find that
βΩn = (−0.0109 · n2 + 1.0109 · n) · ζ (25)
pn =
exp(β · n · µexp )ρnp [exp (−(−0.0109 · n2 + 1.0109 · n) · ζ)]Kn(0)
1 +
∑
j≥1
exp(β · j · µexp )ρjp[exp (−(−0.0109 · j2 + 1.0109 · j) · ζ)]Kj(0)
(26)
Eq. 24 and Eq. 26 are the 2-parameter and 1-parameter models, respectively, for pn
on the basis of which we obtain F (n) (Eq. 4) to describe multi-body correlations in the
reference fluid. The parameter values for different densities are given in Table I. These
parameters were obtained based on hard spheres mixtures with all particles of the same
size. Since the information about size-asymmetry is already contained in the isolated cluster
partition function, we will use these parameters to study asymmetric mixtures and will
discuss limitations for cases with extreme size ratio.
III. METHODS
To compare the theory results, we perform Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations for a range of
systems. This section presents the details of the MC simulations for different associating
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and hard sphere systems.The Marshall-Chapman approximation (MCA) and the models
developed for hard sphere distribution functions require isolated cluster probabilities; these
were also computed for different size ratios.
A. Monte Carlo Simulations
MC simulations were carried out for reference hard sphere systems and associating sys-
tems to compare the results of Marshall-Chapman theory using MCA and the complete
reference approach. The associating mixture contains the patchy solvent particles and the
isotropically interacting solute defined by the potentials given by Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, respec-
tively. The solute diameter is σs and solvent diameter is σp.
The observation volume is defined by a critical radius rc = 1.1σ¯, where σ¯ = (σs+σp)/2 is
the closest distance of approach. For cases where σs/σp ≥ 1.5, a cutoff of 1.1σ¯ can include
some of the second-shell solvent. To avoid this and focus attention to the first observation
shell, we set rc = σ¯ + 0.1σp for these cases. In the associating system (Fig. 1 and Eqs. 2
and 3), the critical angles for interaction are θ
(A)
c = θ
(B)
c = 27◦.
For hard sphere mixtures 255 solvent particles and 1 solute particle were studied in a
given simulation cell. Ensemble reweighting technique was used to reveal low probability
states [26]. The system was equilibrated for 1 million steps with translational factors chosen
to yield an acceptance rate of 0.3, and data was collected every 100 sweeps. Analysis was
carried out for different densities and size ratios σs/σp.
For associating mixtures bonding distributions and average bonding numbers were studied
for mixtures with different sizes and different association strengths for solute-solvent and
solvent-solvent interactions. The excess chemical potential of the coupling of the colloid
with solvent was also calculated using thermodynamic integration of average binding energy
of solute with solvent as a function of solute-solvent interactions, using the three-point
Gauss Legendre quadrature technique [27]. For a symmetric mixture with no solvent-solvent
interactions, energetic and entropic contributions for solute chemical potential were also
studied at constant volume and temperature.
Concentration effects were also computed considering a total of 864 particles, with varied
number of solute particles. Due to the difference in size of the solute and solvent, the
computations were performed keeping the packing fraction constant. Hence, the density of
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the system changed with respect to the concentration. Also the maximum angle for which
the patch can form single bond is computed using the law of cosines, and hence the critical
angle needs to be altered when the solute size is smaller than the solvent. For a size ratio
of σs/σp = 0.8, critical angle θ
(A)
c = θ
(B)
c = 20◦ was used to ensure single bonding condition
for the A patch on solvent molecules which can associate with solute molecules.
B. Isolated cluster probabilities
For asymmetric mixtures, we also study isolated cluster probabilities for different size
ratios of solute and solvent molecules. The observation volume around the isolated solute
is the same as defined in the previous section. For different size ratios we use the spherical
code (appendix B) to estimate the maximum number of solvent molecules which can be
inserted in the observation volume of the isolated solute. Successive insertion probabilities
are calculated as in previous works [7, 8], where 108 to 109 insertions were carried out in the
observation volume around the solute and the cases with no overlap with remaining n − 1
particles studied. The data for isolated cluster probabilities for different sizes is given in the
appendix B.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Hard sphere {pn} distribution
Recall that Eq. 26 and Eq. 24 are the 1-parameter and 2-parameter models for the
occupancy distribution {pn}. To obtain the parameters for hard spheres all of the same
size, for both the models we use the average occupancy (nHSavg =
∑
n
n · pn) as a fitting
constraint. For the 2-parameter model we additionally use the exclusion probability (p0) —
the probability when no hard sphere solvent particle is present in the observation volume
— as a constraint. For the 1-parameter model we study the surface interactions based on
the mean field approach developed by Reiss and Merry [17]. By analyzing the distribution
functions {pn} for different densities, we obtain geometric effects (density independent) that
describe the mutual interference of different surface sites (Eq. 25). The density (or packing
fraction) dependent parameters for these two models are given in Table I. Fig. 3 presents
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TABLE I. Parameters for Eq. 24 (ζ1,ζ2) and Eq. 26 (ζ) for different densities ρσ
3 and packing
fractions (η)
ρσ3 η ζ1 ζ2 ζ
0.2 0.105 0.0175 0.773 0.75
0.3 0.157 0.015 1.267 1.251
0.4 0.209 0.0256 1.979 1.947
0.5 0.262 0.023 2.88 2.876
0.6 0.314 0.0361 4.179 4.172
0.7 0.367 0.0457 5.947 5.985
0.8 0.419 0.0609 8.432 8.562
0.9 0.471 0.0829 12.088 12.414
the results corresponding to the average occupancy (nHSavg) and exclusion probability (ln p0)
based on the models. We compare these results with the MC simulation values and also
include results from literature [15, 28].
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
n
H
S
a
v
g
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
ρσ3
Model2
Model1
Chang et. al.
MC Simulation
−8
−6
−4
−2
0
ln
p
0
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
ρσ3
Model2
Model1
Turquato et. al.
MC Simulation
FIG. 3. Average occupancy nHSavg and exclusion probability ln p0 for symmetric hard sphere mixture.
Model1 (Eq. 26) and Model2 (Eq. 24) correspond to the 1 and 2-parameter models, respectively.
Chang et. al. corresponds to the study in Ref. [28] for nHSavg based on Percus-Yevick approximation.
Torquato et. al. corresponds to the study in Ref. [15] for exclusion probabilities based on Carnahan-
Starling approximation.
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Fig. 3 makes it clear that 2-parameter model can simultaneously capture both navg and
ln p0 in excellent agreement with simulation. Importantly, even the 1-parameter model
is able to capture most of the details, affirming the physical ideas underlying the models
(Eqs. 26 and 24).
Next, using the parameters obtained above for a fluid where both solute and solvent
hard-spheres are the same size (a symmetric mixture), we describe the occupancy in a fluid
where the solute and solvent are of different sizes (an asymmetric mixture). Our ansatz is
that the information about size asymmetry is adequately captured by the isolated cluster
partition function K
(0)
n (Eq. 22). For an infinitely dilute system comprising one solute in a
solvent bath, Fig. 4 shows the predictions of nHSavg and ln p0 based on the 1-parameter model
(Eq. 26) for different size ratios and different reduced densities. The level of agreement is
encouraging, but perhaps not surprising since the size ratios are not much different from a
symmetric case. Thus the geometric effects describing the mutual interference of different
surface sites in the packing around the solute will be similar to what is observed in the
symmetric mixture. For extreme size ratios this should break down, as we will discuss in
the context of average bonding numbers in associating mixtures.
1
2
3
4
5
n
H
S
a
v
g
0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2
σs/σp
ρσ3 = 0.8
ρσ3 = 0.7
ρσ3 = 0.6
−7
−6
−5
−4
−3
−2
−1
ln
p
0
0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2
σs/σp
FIG. 4. Average occupancy (nHSavg) and exclusion probability (ln p0) for different size ratios and dif-
ferent reduced densities. Symbols represent MC simulation values and lines represent the prediction
results based on 1-parameter model (Eq. 26).
For asymmetric mixtures, the packing fraction is a better measure of packing in the
fluid. Fig. 5 presents the variation of average occupancy for different packing fractions for
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n
H
S
a
v
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
η
σs
σp
= 0.8
σs
σp
= 1.0
σs
σp
= 1.1
FIG. 5. Variation of average occupancy (nHSavg) for different size ratios with packing fraction.
Symbols represent MC simulation values and curves represent the prediction results based on
1-parameter model (Eq. 26). Solute is infinitely dilute.
three different size ratios for an infinitely dilute solution. The results show that the 1-
parameter model is able to predict the average occupancy quite well. We note that as the
concentration of solute is changed in asymmetric mixtures, the packing fraction changes (for
a given density) and parameters corresponding to the resulting packing fraction should be
used from Table I.
B. Associating mixture
We next consider associating fluids and investigate both size and concentration effects.
1. Infinite Dilution
We first study an infinitely dilute solution and vary the size of solute with respect to
a fixed size of solvent particles. In our complete reference theory, the reference fluid {pn}
distribution is either computed directly from simulations (‘pn-Simulation’ in Fig. 6) or from
the 1-parameter model discussed in Sec. A above (‘pn-Model1’ in Fig. 6). Using {pn} we
compute F (n) (Eq. 4), and on that basis, the average number of bonds in the associating
mixture using Eq. 11, Eq. 12 and Eq. 14. Fig. 6 shows the variation of average bonding
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numbers with size ratio of solute and solvent molecules for a density of 0.8 and association
strength of 7 kBT .
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
n
a
v
g
0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2
σs/σp
MCA
pn-Simulation
pn-Model1
MC Simulation
(s,p) = (p,p) = 7kBT
ρσ3 = 0.8
FIG. 6. Average bonding numbers navg in associated mixtures for asymmetric cases with different
relative size of solute molecules. Solute is infinitely dilute and density is ρσ3 = 0.8. Symbols
represent MC simulation values. ‘pn-Simulation’ corresponds to the complete reference theory
results with {pn} distribution computed directly from simulations for calculating F (n) (Eq. 4).
‘pn-Model1’ corresponds to the use of 1-parameter model to compute {pn} in our theory. ‘MCA’
corresponds to the second order perturbation approximation used by Marshall-Chapman (Eq. 10).
As the size of the solute increases with respect to the size of the solvent, more solvent
molecules can associate with the solute. With accurate information about the reference
fluid {pn} (and hence F (n)) from direct simulations, the complete reference theory is able
to capture this increase in bonding numbers quite accurately. Interestingly, even {pn} ob-
tained using the 1-parameter model (Eq. 26) suffices. But note that the Marshall-Chapman
approximation with only up to 3-body effects incorporated in the theory underestimates the
average bonding numbers. These results emphasize the importance of multi-body interac-
tions in describing the association correctly.
As noted in Sec. II B, the amount of surface exposure (or surface sites) is an important
factor in determining the packing effects in the models. For the size ratios considered in
Fig. 6, the maximum number of surface sites and hence the geometric effects in surface
interactions are expected to be similar to the symmetric case, and not surprisingly, the
agreement of bonding numbers between simulation and with the 1-parameter model for
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pn is very good. For extreme size ratios (Table. II), a high error with the 1-parameter
model is expected. This results because of the disparity in surface sites for these ratios
relative to the symmetric mixture within which the density independent geometric effects
were obtained (Eq. 25). However, even for these extreme size ratios, with information for
reference hard sphere distribution functions from simulation, the complete reference theory
is able to capture the average bonding numbers for these extreme size ratios quite well.
TABLE II. Comparison of average bonding numbers (navg) of solute for extreme size ratios.
σs/σp MC pn-Simulation pn-Model1
0.5 3.61 3.55 4.50
2 15.84 15.04 17.66
2. Varying association strengths
To understand the effect of varying association strengths between solute-solvent and
solvent solvent particles, we studied a case with a fixed size ratio of σs/σp = 0.8 and for
varying association strengths (fig. 7).
As the strength of solute-solvent association is increased as compared to solvent-solvent
interactions, multi-body effects become important. It was observed that higher deviations
are observed with TPT2-based Marshall-Chapman approximation, especially for increasing
strength of solute-solvent association. Importantly, excellent agreement with the complete
reference theory is observed for all cases noted in the figure.
3. Chemical potential and energy entropy contributions
Fig. 8 shows the chemical potential of the solute for two limiting cases: one where the
solvent-solvent association is present and one where it is absent, for two size ratios. The
results indicate that despite the large deviations in navg (Fig. 6) noted above, the devia-
tions using the Marshall-Chapman approximation are not as high relative to the complete
reference approach.
To better understand this result, we consider a symmetric system where there is no
association between solvent particles. For this case, the partial molar energy is the energy of
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FIG. 7. Variation of average bonding numbers (navg) with the relative strengths of solute-solvent
and solvent-solvent association strengths. Left: solute-solvent association strength is varied with
solvent-solvent association fixed at (p,p) = 7kBT . Right: solvent-solvent association strength is
varied with solute-solvent association fixed at (s,p) = 7kBT . Solute is infinitely dilute and density
is ρσ3 = 0.8. Rest of the representation is the same as Fig. 6.
the system with solute-solvent association and there is no contribution for change in solvent-
solvent association due to inclusion of an ideal solute at infinite dilution. We decompose the
residual chemical potential of the solute (µAssos ) into its energetic and entropic contributions
[29, 30]:
βµAssos = βE
Asso
s − T · βSAssos,V (27)
where EAssos = (
∂µAssos /T
∂1/T
)ρs,ρp is the partial molar energy and S
Asso
s,V = (
∂µAssos
∂T
)ρs,ρp is the
partial molar entropy contribution. The entropy and energy values can be obtained with
MCA and complete reference approach based on the corresponding temperature derivatives
of the chemical potential of solute.
Fig. 9 clearly shows that energy and entropy contributions are not captured accurately
by MCA. But the apparent reasonable prediction of the chemical potential (using MCA)
results because of cancellation of the errors between the entropy and energy contributions.
The above result shows that in comparing perturbation theories, it could be useful and
prudent to study chemical potential and also its energy and entropy contributions.
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FIG. 8. Chemical potential for charging a solute molecule in a patchy solvent environment for
different reduced densities and different size ratios. The solute is infinitely dilute and association
energy for interactions between solute-solvent molecules is 7kBT . Solvent-solvent interaction energy
is 7kBT (left) and zero (right). Symbols represent simulation values, solid curves are complete
reference theory results with pn from simulations and dotted curves corresponds to results with
’MCA’.
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Asso
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entropy (SAssos,V ) with temperature for a system with no solvent-solvent association interactions. The
interactions between solute-solvent for different temperatures is determined by 
(s,p)
kBT
= 2087.05/T .
4. Concentrated systems
We also study the variation of average bonding number of the solute for different con-
centration of the solute in the asymmetric mixtures. As the concentration of the solute
increases, the system becomes limited in the number of solvent molecules that can bond
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to the solute molecules and hence TPT2 approximation used in MCA becomes more accu-
rate. For low concentrations, multi-body correlations are important and hence deviations
are observed with MCA. Fig. 10 shows the results for two different size ratios. The theory
with the complete reference is able to capture the average bonding numbers for the whole
concentration range.
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FIG. 10. Variation of average bonding number of solute (navg) with the concentration of solute for
size ratio, σs/σp, 1.1 (left) and 0.8 (right). Note that to ensure the single bonding condition for
solvent sites, the critical angle has been reduced to θc = 20
o for 0.8 size ratio.
V. CONCLUDING DISCUSSIONS
We have studied asymmetric mixtures having strong short-range association between dif-
ferently sized solute and solvent molecules. The solute molecules have isotropic interactions
and the solvent molecules have directional interactions. Such systems are archetypes of
colloidal mixtures that are being actively studied in designing materials from the nanoscale
level. These systems can also describe the short range ion-solvation and ion-pairing effects
in electrolyte systems which is another focus of our research.
The isotropic interactions of the solute can allow multiple solvent molecules to associate
and hence multi-body effects become important for these systems. Previously [7], we dis-
cussed the development of an accurate perturbation theory for these systems is hindered
by the difficulty in obtaining the multi-body correlations in the reference system (typically
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hard sphere). We discussed the limitation of an approach based on obtaining multi-body
correlations for the hard sphere system in the gas phase and approximating bulk solvent
effect with a linear superposition of pair correlation (together with term to account for
three body correction). It was observed that this second order perturbation method fails at
high association strengths and high densities. We introduced an approach to represent the
multi-body clusters in terms of occupancy distribution to accurately describe the packing in
the hard sphere system. Excellent agreement with MC simulation for a range of conditions
of association and concentrations were obtained with this complete reference approach for
symmetric mixtures.
Here, we have built upon the earlier work and study systems with size asymmetry. Our
study shows that the multi-body correlations for asymmetric hard sphere mixtures can be
accurately studied in terms of occupancy distributions. With these accurate packing effects,
our approach gives excellent agreement with MC simulation for the asymmetric associating
mixtures. These occupancy distributions were obtained by particle simulations. Based on
ideas borrowed from quasichemical theory, we have also developed parametric models to
describe occupancy distributions in the hard sphere systems of different densities and differ-
ent asymmetries. These distributions were obtained by describing the effects of clustering,
medium and surface interactions simultaneously in the hard sphere packing around a solute
and can be incorporated in perturbation theories (for eg. statistical associating fluid the-
ory) without having to perform particle simulations for the reference fluid. We validate this
complete reference theory (using parameterized models of the reference distribution) against
several simulations. A critical test was in analyzing the energy and entropy contributions to
the chemical potential of the solute. For a system where solvent-solvent association is not
present, such a decomposition of chemical potential in energy and entropy contributions with
complete reference theory showed excellent agreement with MC simulations. The apparently
reasonable agreement of the second order perturbation approach is shown to arise from the
balancing of errors in the energy and entropy contributions. This important finding suggests
the need to study different properties while validating perturbative theories for fluids. This
present framework can prove useful in modeling real solutions where concentration of solute
is low and its size is different from the solvent molecules.
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VII. APPENDIX
A. Hard sphere distribution
1. Expression for Kn
From Eq. 19, we find that obtaining an expression for Kn reduces to evaluating the ratio
of pn/p0. The total potential energy of the system when n solvent particles are coordinated
with the solute and the remaining N−n solvent particles are outside the observation volume
can be formally written as U = USPn +UN−n|SPn +UN−n. USPn is the potential energy of the
solute-n-solvent cluster. UN−n|SPn is the interaction energy of the cluster with the rest of
the solvent; specifically UN |SP0 is the interaction energy of the solute with the fluid outside
the observation volume. In the particular case of hard-spheres, UN |SP0 = 0. Finally, UN−n
is the potential energy of the solvent constituting the bulk.
Since pn ∝ Q(n,N − n, V, T ), where Q(n,N − n, V, T ) is the canonical partition function
of the system with n solvent in the observation volume around the solute and N − n in the
bulk, we immediately have
pn
p0
=
N !
(N − n)!n!
∫
v
d~r1 . . .
∫
v
d~rne
−βUSPn · ∫
V−v
d~rn+1 . . .
∫
V−v
d~rN−ne−βUN−n|SPne−βUN−n∫
V−v
d~r1 . . .
∫
V−v
d~rNe−βUN
(28)
where we have implicitly moved the center of the coordinates to the center of the solute and
thus canceled a common factor of V from both the numerator and denominator. Further,
since USP0 = 0 and UN |SP0 = 0, the denominator simply depends on the potential energy
of the solvent in the bulk. (Of course for a general solute, this restriction is easily removed
[24, 25].)
Next consider the ratio
Q(0, N, V − v)
Q(0, N − n, V − v) =
Q(0, N − n+ 1, V − v)
Q(0, N − n, V − v) ·
Q(0, N − n+ 2, V − v)
Q(0, N − n+ 1, V − v) . . .
Q(0, N, V − v)
Q(0, N − 1, V − v)
(29)
where we suppress T for conciseness and the 0 indicates that there is no solute in the system
(or as is the case here, USP0 = UN |SP0 = 0). In the thermodynamic limit of large V >> v
and N >> n, from the standard potential distribution relation [22, 23, 31], each of the above
factor on the right is simply e−βµ
ex
p /Λ3pρp, where Λp is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of
the solvent sphere and µexp is its excess chemical potential, and ρp the density of solvent.
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Since,
Q(0, N − n, V − v, T ) = 1
Λ
3(N−n)
p (N − n)!
∫
V−v
d~r1 . . .
∫
V−v
d~rN−ne−βUN−n (30)
we multiply and divide Eq. 28 by the factor
∫
V−v
d~r1 . . .
∫
V−v
d~rN−ne−βUN−n . Rearranging
the resulting equation using Eq. 29 in the large V and large N limit, and noting that the
momentum partition functions (for both solute and solvent) cancel exactly, we obtain Eq. 20
(main text), where
e−βφ(R
n;β) =
∫
V−v
d~rn+1 . . .
∫
V−v
d~rN−ne−βUN−n|SPne−βUN−n∫
V−v
d~r1 . . .
∫
V−v
d~rN−ne−βUN−n
= 〈e−βUN−n|SPn 〉N−n (31)
where 〈. . .〉N−n denotes averaging over the configurations of the N − n solvent particles in
the volume outside the observation shell.
2. MaxEnt model for {pn}
Here we present an alternative derivation of the two parameter model (Eq. 24) on the
basis of information theoretic modeling of {pn} [32–34]. On the basis of the isolated cluster
partition function, we have the distribution of occupancy probabilities {p(0)n } as
p(0)n =
K
(0)
n ρnp
1 +
∑
m≥1
K
(0)
m ρmp
(32)
With {p(0)n } as the default model and accepting the availability of the mean (first moment)
and variance (second moment) of the distribution {pn} from simulation data, by standard
maximum entropy arguments, we have
pn
p0n
= e−Ce−λ1·ne−λ2·n
2
(33)
where the Lagrange multipliers C, λ1, and λ2 are, respectively, obtained from enforcing the
following constraints ∑
n
pn = 1 (34)∑
n
pn · n = navg (35)
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∑
n
pn · n2 = −σ2 (36)
We thus obtain
pn =
[
e−λ1e−λ2·n
]n
K
(0)
n ρnp
1 +
∑
m≥1
[
e−λ1e−λ2·m
]m
K
(0)
m ρmp
(37)
Eq. 37 is the same form as obtained in section II B for a two parameter correlation. By using
λ′ = e−λ1 , we can also represent Eq. 37 by
pn =
[
λ′e−λ2·n
]n
K
(0)
n ρnp
1 +
∑
m≥1
[
λ′e−λ2·m
]m
K
(0)
m ρmp
(38)
which is the same form introduced in our previous work [7]. Based on this derivation, we
can see that λ2 is the term corresponding to surface interactions discussed in section II B
and constraints the variance of the {pn} distribution.
B. Isolated cluster probabilities
For asymmetric mixtures we study the isolated cluster probabilities and to find the maxi-
mum number of solvent molecules that can occupy the observation volume, we use spherical
code [35, 36].
1. Spherical Code
The spherical code provides information to place n points optimally across a sphere. It
gives the optimal angle between the points, considering the center of the sphere as the origin.
This is extended to place solvent particles across the solute surface, point of contact between
the sphere serving as the optimizing points. The angle between the two contact points, θ,
is determined as given in the fig. 11. The number of solvent molecule that can be tightly
packed is obtained from the data [35]. The sphere onto which the points are optimally placed
is an imaginary sphere which includes the critical radius as shown in the dashed lines. It
is to be noted that this is still a theoretical estimate for contact packing on the imaginary
larger sphere, and due to higher freedom of packing in our case, coordination states can be
marginally higher for very large size ratios, σs/σp ≥ 5. Table in fig. 11 also gives the ma
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σs/σp rc n
max θc,max
0.5 0.80 8 17.64
0.8 0.99 12 23.83
0.9 1.05 12 25.51
1.0 1.10 14 27.04
1.1 1.16 16 28.44
1.2 1.21 18 29.73
2.0 1.55 31 40.18
σs
σp
rc
θ
2
FIG. 11. Left: Maximum number of coordination states possible and their respective maximum
permissible patch angle for different size ratios σs/σp. Right: Diagram to compute the angle
between two solvent particles to get the maximum number of coordination states
ximum an gle for which single bonding condition holds for a given size ratio (θc,max) and
specified critical distance (rc).
Once the nmax is defined, we find P (n) as the probability that there is no hard sphere
overlap for randomly generated solvent molecules in the observation volume (or inner-shell)
of solute molecules. As was discussed previously[8] that a hit-or-miss Monte Carlo [18, 37]
approach to calculate P (n) proves inaccurate for large values of n (n > 8). But since
P (n) = P
(n)
insertP
(n−1) , (39)
where P
(n)
insert is the probability of inserting a single particle given n − 1 particles are al-
ready in the bonding volume, an iterative procedure was be used to build the higher-order
partition function from lower order one [8]. The one-particle insertion probability P
(n)
insert is
easily evaluated using hit-or-miss Monte Carlo. Following is the table for isolated cluster
probabilities for different size ratios.
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TABLE III. Isolated cluster probabilities P (n) for different size ratios.
σs/σp
n 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 0.72087 0.73574 0.74949 0.76219 0.77396 0.78485 0.79497 0.80444 0.81326
3 0.34732 0.37301 0.39762 0.42114 0.4435 0.46487 0.48523 0.50462 0.52305
4 0.10073 0.11924 0.13835 0.15792 0.1778 0.19765 0.21762 0.23745 0.25702
5 0.01518 0.02126 0.02854 0.03689 0.04632 0.05668 0.06793 0.07992 0.0926
6 9.61 · 10−4 1.78 · 10−3 3.03 · 10−3 4.77 · 10−3 7.1 · 10−3 0.01008 0.01374 0.01812 0.02322
7 1.73 · 10−5 5.28 · 10−5 1.33 · 10−4 2.89 · 10−4 5.61 · 10−4 9.97 · 10−4 1.64 · 10−3 2.56 · 10−3 3.79 · 10−3
8 6.04 · 10−8 4.01 · 10−7 1.86 · 10−6 6.59 · 10−6 1.91 · 10−5 4.72 · 10−5 1.03 · 10−4 2.03 · 10−4 3.7 · 10−4
9 1.21 · 10−10 4.25 · 10−10 5.26 · 10−9 3.98 · 10−8 2.12 · 10−7 8.64 · 10−7 2.86 · 10−6 7.95 · 10−6 1.93 · 10−5
10 1.17 · 10−14 3.77 · 10−13 3.56 · 10−12 8.59 · 10−11 1.48 · 10−9 4.37 · 10−9 2.74 · 10−8 1.27 · 10−7 4.67 · 10−7
11 1.73 · 10−17 2.57 · 10−15 5.5 · 10−14 4.98 · 10−12 3.87 · 10−12 6.62 · 10−11 6.46 · 10−10 4.3 · 10−9
12 6.33 · 10−24 2.6 · 10−20 5.57 · 10−18 1.11 · 10−15 1.42 · 10−15 4.78 · 10−14 2.29 · 10−12 1.27 · 10−11
13 5.55 · 10−24 4.44 · 10−19 4.27 · 10−17 1.07 · 10−15 4.77 · 10−15
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